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1. Introduction

This defi xio, which lacks any archaeological context, was acquired along with four others in the late nine-
teenth century by the Museo Archeologico Civico di Bologna. After being edited in 1899 by A. Olivieri2, 
and perhaps due to the outbreak of World War I, they were put into storage by the institution and remained 
unnoticed until they were rediscovered in 2009. As a complement to the paper “The Bologna defi xio(nes) 
Revisited”3, the results of the study on the second execration from Bologna (according to the order set by 
the editio princeps) are shown below.

The curse is inscribed on a lead sheet whose maximum dimensions are 11.5 cm × 6.5 cm. It is currently 
fragmented into two parts which fi t together at line 15. The crack was probably caused by the folding of 
the tablet after it had been written. The upper and left original margins and part of the right margin (up to 
the sixth line) are preserved. Its surface is quite curled on the sides and in particular around the lower left 
corner (where there is a crack). There are hardly any signs of corrosion. 

After examining the physical characteristics of this piece, we must highlight its extraordinary iconog-
raphy, which represents a standing, barefoot fi gure with crossed and/or tied hands. There is a magical sign 
on the chest and a series of onómata barbariká. An eight-pointed star is inscribed on the genital area. Three 
winding snakes emerge from each side of the crowned head. As already pointed out by its editor (Olivieri 
1899: 197), this iconography is similar to Bologna 1, and in my opinion, it represents the divinity invoked4.

Regarding the inscription, it consists of 23 lines of text written by a skilled scriptor. The fi rst 14 lines 
are divided into three columns placed on both sides and inside the depicted fi gure. Lines 15–23 are written 
clockwise at the feet of the fi gure. The letters are between 0.6 and 0.15 cm and the ductus is quite even. 

Unlike in Bologna 1, the text is displayed in a continuous, uninterrupted form, with neither gaps nor 
interpuncts between words. The use of links (such as te, in ⹂e⹃nicate, l. 13–14), and connections (such as n 
and ra in menbra, l. 18, amongst others) and the ability to write the same letter in different forms (such as 
e in et and disuluite in l. 17), reveal the writing skills of the defi gens. Palaeographically speaking, given 
its similarity to some Roman imprecations such as some of the Sethian curses, the one written on a ciner-
ary urn and some of the curses placed at the sanctuary of Anna Perenna5, this defi xio could be dated to 
between the fourth and fi fth centuries C.E.

1 First, I would like to express my gratitude to Dott.ssa Paola Giovetti, director of the Museo Archeologico Civico di 
Bologna, for permission to conduct my study and in particular to Dott.ssa Marinella Marchesi, the institution’s resident archae-
ologist, for such an extraordinary discovery. I would also like to thank my thesis directors Dr. F. Marco Simón and Dr. A. Mas-
trocinque, as well as Dr. A. Buonopane, Dr. R. Tomlin, Dr. F. Beltrán Lloris, Dr. R. Gordon, Dr. G. Feo and Dr. G. Fontana Elboj 
for their valuable comments which have unquestionably contributed to improving this study for whose contents I am solely 
responsible. This work is part of the investigation project ‘Espacios de penumbra: cartografía de la actividad mágico-religiosa 
en el Occidente del Imperio Romano’, reference number FFI 2008-0151, directed by Dr. F. Marco Simón.

2 Olivieri 1899: 193–198. 
3 Sánchez Natalías 2011, hereinafter referred to as Bologna 1. The items, with inventory number ROM 2238-2241, were 

personally examined on 19 May and 9–10 November 2009 and fi nally on 6 October 2010.
4 Concerning the iconographical aspects, vid. my comments on Bologna 1 (especially pp. 202–205). 
5 I refer here to the Sethian curses Set. Ver. 1 and 3, the cinerary urn published by Muzzioli in 1939, and in the Anna 

Perenna group in particular to the defi xiones against Sura (Blänsdorf 2010a: 38–43) and against Quirinus Pistor (Blänsdorf 
2010a: 36–38).
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Fig. 1. Bologna 2 (Author’s illustration)
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2. Transcription

 ΦωΡΒΗ   *ΥΙΑ   ΤΙωΡ
 ΦωΡΒΕΝ   ΒΙΡΑ   ΒαΡΙω
 Fω ΡΒΕΟ      ω   ΒαθαcωΡ
 ΦωΡΒΙ      ΚαΝΦΙ
5        ΡΗΟ
 ΦωΡΒω      *   ΟΕΒΡΝΒ
 ΦωΡΒΙ      ιαΥαακεΡΒε
     Fis
 ΦωΡΡω   tu    LHOfi stu
10 Fistusina   occi   sinatord+
     dite   caeqem[---
 ---]+ureocci  inic   tiuocci[---
 ---]teini   ate   qan[---
 ---]te
15 ---]+iteinca[-c.2-]fi [---
 fi stusdifl oiscatlanguat[-c.1–2-]
 ergatetdisuluiteomni[---
 menbraomnisviscidaip[---
 sius · fi stị disolbitemen[---
20 brabiscidala[-c.2-]ua[---
 runpitebinasipsiu[---
 runpiteomnismenb[---
 fi stisisinat+ris[--- 
*: magical sign

3. Reading

 ΦωΡΒΗ   *ΥΙΑ   ΤΙωΡ
 ΦωΡΒΕΝ   ΒΙΡΑ   ΒαΡΙω
 Fω ΡΒΕΟ      ω   ΒαθαcωΡ
 ΦωΡΒΙ      ΚαΝΦΙ
5        ΡΗΟ
 ΦωΡΒω      *   ΟΕΒΡΝΒ
 ΦωΡΒΙ      ιαΥαακεΡΒε
     Fis
 ΦωΡΡω   tu<m>   LHO Fistu[m]
10 Fistu<m> s⹂e⹃na  occi   s⹂e⹃nator<em> D+
     dite   CAEQEM[---
 ---t]⹂o⹃re<m> occi ⹂e⹃nic   TIU occi[dite]
 [di]te ⹂e⹃ni-   ate   QAN[---
 [ca]te
15 [occid]ite ⹂e⹃n<i>ca[te] Fi[stum]
 Fistus dif⹂fl u⹃at langu<e>at [m-?]
 ergat et dis⹂so⹃luite omni[a]
 me⹂m⹃bra omni⹂a⹃ viscida ip-
 sius ·Fistị  dis<s>ol⹂v⹃ite me⹂m⹃-
20 bra biscida la[ng]u<e>a[t]
 ru⹂m⹃pite binas ipsiu[s]
 ru⹂m⹃pite omni⹂a⹃ me⹂m⹃b[ra]
 Fisti s⹂e⹃nat[o]ris[---

*: magical sign
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4. Critical apparatus

l. 1 (Olivieri 1899: 195) ϘΥΙΑ; l. 7 (Olivieri 1899: 195) IasaaΚΕΡΒΕ; l. 8 (Olivieri 1899: 195) ΤΙΥ; l. 10 (Oli-
vieri 1899: 195) *isturina; l. 11 (Olivieri 1899: 195) dit, caecen; l. 12 (Olivieri 1899: 195) tuse; l. 13 (Olivieri 
1899: 195) *ini, ade, Lun; l. 15 (Olivieri 1899: 196) tion[---; l. 16 (Olivieri 1899: 196) stus difl oiscutlontulli; 
l. 17 (Olivieri 1899: 196) ergututdisulus*; l. 18 (Olivieri 1899: 196) uis**aip, (Kropp 2008: dfx 1.1.2/2) 
omnis vis; l. 19 (Olivieri 1899: 196) *tus, olbi***; l. 20 (Olivieri 1899: 196) brabis cidala; l. 21 (Olivieri 
1899: 196) runpiae, sipr*u; l. 22 (Olivieri 1899: 196) runpiae, mo****; l. 23 (Olivieri 1899: 196) **i.

Fig. 2. Photograph of Bologna 2
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5. Translation

 ‘Crush, kill Fistus the senator. 
 Crush, kill Fistus. 
 Crush (…) Fistus the senator …
 Crush, kill Fistus the senator. 
 May Fistus dilute, languish, sink and may all his limbs dissolve, all his entrails (?) of Fistus. 
 Dissolve his limbs and entrails (?), may he languish. 
 Burst his veins (?), break all his limbs. 
 Fistus the senator … .’

6. Commentary

l. 1–9: Series of onómata barbariká. As already pointed out by the editor (Olivieri 1899: 197), most of them 
are documented in Bologna 1 (even with a similar layout: on the fi rst column, l. 1, 4 and 6 and on the third 
column, l. 1, 2, 5 and 7; two other onómata – fi rst column, l. 2 and 7 – appear in both pieces, although in 
different order). Φορ is related to Horos in the so-called “Mithras Liturgy” (Merkelbach 1992: 264), and 
also with Hekate-Selene (Jordan 1985: 240, footnote a), so maybe these onómata were used to invoke her6.

l. 8–14: Fistus could be the name of the victim, which appears in the text at least on seven occasions, 
three of them without the fi nal -m (l. 8–10). According to Kajanto (1982²: 210), this could be a Roman 
cognomen known since the Republican age, originating from an unknown toponym attested to in the fasti, 
where the consul of 453 B.C.E., P. Curiatius Fistus Trigeminus, is mentioned.7 With regards to the term 
sinator, this is always preceded by the name of the victim (l. 9–12 and 23), as in the case of mulomedicus in 
Bologna 1 (l. 10–12 and 22–23), and could therefore refer to the profession of the cursed person. Following 
García Ruiz (1967: 61) and Väänänen (20033: 78), in a protonic initial position ī would tend to close into e, 
hence, sinator instead of senator, as documented in the Appendix Probi: … senatus, non sinatus … (App. 
Pr. 64)8. 

This might therefore be the fi rst case of a curse against a Roman senator, a unique instance in the cor-
pus of Latin defi xiones in the Western Empire, where few distinguished victims are documented9. Perhaps 
the notoriety of Fistus was such that the defi gens believed it was unnecessary to provide further details on 
his identity. In prosopography of Late Antiquity, however, no senator of that name is known. A possible 
identifi cation of the person would involve accepting the reading F⹂e⹃stus (instead of Fistus), in which case 
PLRE contains several options and pinpointing the sinator documented here would be both a complex and 
uncertain endeavour10. Given the lack of a more detailed name and of information of where the tablet was 
found, it is extremely diffi cult to identify the victim.

With regard to the sequence occidite ⹂e⹃nicate, it is repeated at least three times at the beginning of 
the text (l. 10–14), and is also documented in Bologna 1, l. 24–25, which reads: occidite eni[ca]te. Occido 
is a very common verb in north African curses: DTAud 247, l. 2 … [occi]/dite / exter/minate …; DTAud 
250, side B, l. 20 … occidere possit …; DTAud 286, side B, l. 6 and 8 … ut equos / prasini et albi crucies / 

6 D. R. Jordan (1985: 240, footnote a) states: “… magical polysyllables composed of βαρ, βορ/βωρ, φορ/φωρ, and the like 
are often associated with Hekate-Selene”. These invocations are documented, amongst others in, defi xio DTAud 242 (l. 44–45), 
as well as in the gemstone published by Delatte and Derchain 1964: nº 252 (apud Jordan 1985: 240, footnote a), in a fragment 
of stucco from Tarraco (Canós y Villena 1999), or the PGM (IV 1402; 1430–1432, 2055–2065, etc.).

7 This cognomen is also documented in CIL X, 8351 (Pompeii) Fisti v(ivit?) Locu[s] and in CIL X, 3978 (Capua) Publilia 
/ Sex(ti) l(iberta) Fistia. 

8 It appears in the same form in CIL I² 593, 195 (45 a. E.), sinatus, ibid. 594, 131 (44 a. E.), and in CIL III, 14188 (Pontus) 
Fla(vius) Maximinus scu/tarius s<e=I>nator levavi sta/tu(am) fi lio meo Octemo vi{c}xit an/nos V dies XV precisus a medico / 
(h)ic pos(i)tus est ad mart<y=V>res, amongst other instances. 

9 Amongst them, the well-known case of Germanicus (Tacitus, Ann. II, 69), the case of the three defi xiones from Ampuri-
as execrating Roman authorities (vid. Marco Simón 2010) and the imprecatory tablet found in Frankfurt cursing the consularis 
(probably the legatus Augusti pro praetore, in this respect, Reuter–Scholz 2004: 49–50). For the Greek world, vid. Nisoli 2003.

10 Vid. PLRE I, pp. 334–337, y PLRE II, pp. 466–469.
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ocidas, et agitatore(s) (…) ocidas …; and DTAud 287, side A, l. 6, … ocidas ex oc die …, amongst others, 
to which we may add peroccido, documented in Rome, Set. Ver. 1, l. 17: … vince peroccide fi lium mares … 
As for inicate (in place of enicate, with e closing into i), this verb is already documented in the aforemen-
tioned defi xio from Bologna. Regarding this, Jeanneret (1916: 14) and García Ruiz (1968: 61) contribute two 
possible interpretations: it is either due to the persistence of the ancient form (enicare) in vulgar speech, as 
a result of an apophonic alteration, or it results from the reduction of e into i due to a ‘… cambio debido al 
acento de intensidad que sucedió al musical (enecare)’ (García Ruiz 1968: 62).

The reading D+ / CAEQEM[--- / TIU / QAN in the third column is too fragmented and cannot be 
reconstructed. The various hypotheses put forward are highly uncertain and in my opinion the most sensi-
ble option is to abide by the transcription. 

l. 15: This line coincides with the crack in the piece and most of the text was lost as a result. It has been 
reconstructed based on the previous formulae. Thus, for occidite ⹂e⹃nicate, and the name Fistus, I refer to 
comment on l. 8–14.

Fig. 3. Detail of Bologna 2a
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l. 16: This line begins with a sequence of three verbs whereby the defi gens urges the invoked powers to 
destroy his victim. The fi rst verb, difl oiscat, might be in place of diffl uat. In the corpus of Latin defi xiones, 
the only parallel to diffl uo is attested in a curse from the sanctuary of Isis and Mater Magna (Moguntia), 
which reads: quomodi [-c.1-]tho[-c.1-] sucus defl uit … (Blänsdorf 2010b: nº 9, l. 6). As regards languat, 
this form could be in place of langueat. This verb, documented also in Bologna 1 (l. 19, languat11 is used), 
is employed here in the sense of ‘languish, fade’. 

l. 17: ---]ergat could be the ending of the third verb, in a ‘crescendo’ process culminating with the 
execution of Fistus. Given the little room left in the previous line, it seems that the most likely option would 
be [m]/ergat, a verb which would suitably fi t within the semantic fi eld of diffl uo (l. 16) and dissolvo (l. 17 
and 19). It is not documented in the context of Latin curses although it appears in authors such as Statius 
(Theb. V, 634–635): quae me prius ima sub umbras / mergat humus!

The verb disuluite, which recurs on 19, where disolbite can be read, could be in both cases in place of 
dissolvite, therefore with the simplifi cation of a geminated s and the closure of o into u in the fi rst instance 
and betacism in the latter. As a parallel, we might allude to the Hadrumetine execration DTAud 270, l. 23 
and f., whose transcription into the Greek alphabet reads as follows: ετ δισσολυαμ θεν θαπεεν (= τὴν 
ταφήν). It may be expressed in other words, but the idea of dissolving the victim is relatively usual in the 
curses from Moguntiacum, where different formulae are attested to of the similia similibus type convey-
ing that wish. Thus, one of them reads: … sic illorum membra liquescan(t) quat(?)modum hoc plumbum 
liquescet … (Blänsdorf 2010b: nº 12, side B, l. 2–5), whereas in another it is requested that the victims 
[-c.1-] d[i]liquescant, quat{m}modi hoc liquescet (Blänsdorf 2010b: nº 14, side B, l. 4–5). Along this line 
we could also include a curse from the sanctuary of Sulis Minerva in Bath, where the defi gens requests that 
… sic liquat com[o](do) aqua … (Tab. Sul. 4, l. 2).

l. 17–18: As in the aforementioned case from Mainz, the author of the tablet requested in the fi rst place 
the dissolution of omni[a] / me⹂m⹃bra (with the corresponding dissimilation, repeated on l. 18–19), using 
an undoubtedly habitual formula within the sphere of ‘bodily’ curses. As an example, amongst others: 

11 I would like to take this opportunity to rectify here the comment made on l. 19 of Bologna 1, where the possibility of 
the form languat as the vulgarization of languescat is put forward instead of attributing it to the vulgarization of langueat.

Fig. 4. Detail of Bologna 2b
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… ομνια μεμ/βρα θοθιους χορπορις … (Hadrumetum, DTAud 270, l. 19–20) … omnibus membris … (Tab. 
Sul. 97, side B, l. 5) and … mem(b)ra omnia … (Mentana, DTAud 134, side B, l. 1).

l. 18–19: The dissolution of omni[a] / membra is followed by the dissolution of omnia viscida. This last 
term, recurring on l. 20 (biscida), could possibly be a vulgarization of viscera. In support of this hypothesis, 
on the one side there is an analogy found in Bologna 1, l. 16–17, with the cursing (following the same order) 
of … me⹂m⹃bra [--- / bisc[e]d[a], and on the other side, the context of the ‘anatomical’ curse, for which there 
are clear parallels to this sequence. Thus, the defi xio against Caecilia Prima (Bevilacqua–Colaccichi 2009, 
side A, l. 14), which reads: … viscera, membra, medullas, / eius diripiatis … and Carthaginian DTAud 250 
(side A, l. 24–25), which reads: … consu/[m]a[t]is cor membra viscera …

Regarding the verb form disolbite (which may be in place of dissolvite), vid. comment to l. 17, for the 
term me⹂m⹃/bra, cfr. with note to l. 17–18.

l. 20: biscida, once more, could be the vulgarization of viscera (with a clear betacism, see observations 
made and instances for l. 18–19). Next, a crack on the tablet caused the loss of part of the text although it 
seems that the restoration of the form la[ng]u<e>a[t] seems plausible given the analogy of l. 16.

l. 21: First of all, we must point out the vulgarization of runpite (repeated in l. 22), which could be in 
place of rumpite. No parallels for rumpo are documented in Latin execration texts, but its variation abrum-
po appears in the Hadrumetine defi xio DTAud 267 (l. 23, transcribed in Greek alphabet), which reads: sed 
abrumpatur.

The term binas, can be interpreted as a vulgarization instead of venas (with a clear betacism and clo-
sure of e into i) rather than as a distributive adjective. In support of this hypothesis could be the context of 
the ‘anatomical’ curse and its presence in other imprecations of this category, amongst these the one found 
in Ratcliffe on Soar, entreating: … per cor [p]er medullas per venas … (Turner 1963, side A, l. 5–6), and 
the one from Rome where the invoked divinities are asked that adimas illae sanguinem de venis … and that 
exedit[is] (…) cor cum venis (Bevilacqua–Colaccichi 2009, side A, l. 11 and 14, respectively). Consequently, 
the restoration ru⹂m⹃pite ⹂ve⹃nas ipsiu[s], would involve an extremely violent death, whereby the veins 
of Fistus would burst, as Seneca describes in Oedipus (189–192), when narrating the plague devastating 
Thebes: … stillatque niger naris aduncae cruor et venas rumpit hiantes; intima creber viscera quassat, 
gemitus stridens …

l. 22: Regarding ru⹂m⹃pite, vid. comment to the previous line. Concerning the expression omnia 
me⹂m⹃bra, cfr. with l. 17–18.

l. 23: Concerning Fisti s⹂e⹃nat[o]ris[---, vid. comment to l. 8–14.
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